
Besides 9/11, the Sandy Hook hoax is what opened my eyes. I would dig for days, start to feel
crazy, stop for a few months, then start digging again. Looking back, it's like watching 80's CGI.
How the fuck can anyone be fooled by this shit?
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[–] 20322359? 14 points (+14|-0) 4.3 hours ago 

One of the aerial photos I saw had all the body bags laid out neatly in rows. I'll admit that I don't
know if body bags are one size fits all or they shape around each individual body. Every single
body was the exact same length and width. They were all placed in perfect sequence and orderly
was the only word I could think of.

The thoughts that went through my head were "how the fuck could anyone be so perfect in this
situation. School children have just been murdered and here they lay perfectly in rows. Who is
ensuring they are placed perfectly on ground tarps?"

Let's not even talk about the onsite medical examiner who pronounced them all dead at the
school. Why were ZERO taken to hospital. If I was a first responder the first thing I would do is
begin taking them to an ambulance (blood loss) before checking for breath or a pulse. As a
grown man it might take what 10-20 seconds to pick a 50 pounder up and run to the nearest
ambulance? Remember everyone's adrenaline is pumping so picking up a lifeless 50 pound
individual would not be difficult.
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[–] 20322515? 9 points (+9|-0) 4 hours ago 

Absolutely. The official narratives are so full of holes, they rely on us not questioning anything.
When we use our intuition, we can't be fooled. The pineal gland helps us in this regard.
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[–] 20322788? 6 points (+6|-0) 3.6 hours ago 

From: doglegwarrior

You know the only way a cop can pronounce someone dead? Decapitation.
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[–] 20323326? 2 points (+2|-0) 2.8 hours ago 

First responders weren't allowed into the building. That's when I knew it was fake. Right from
the start.
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1 reply

[–] 20325059? 16 minutes ago 

A trained trauma crew would lay body bags in orderly, neat rows. They would have child and
adult sizes and no, they don't conform to the body.

Why would you take an obviously dead body to an ambulance when it belongs in the coroner's
wagon? A trained first responder would not react in the manners you propose.
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3 replies

[–] 20321916? [S] 13 points (+13|-0) 5 hours ago 

Same here. I was being shadow banned and outright censored over SH by Facebook in 2013,
back before anyone believed they would do such a thing.
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[–] 20322787? 9 points (+9|-0) 3.6 hours ago 

For those 7, how’s the weather in Tel Aviv ? https://files.catbox.moe/e77avb.jpegJPEG
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1 reply

[–] 20323290? 5 points (+5|-0) 2.9 hours ago 

How the fuck can anyone be fooled by this shit?

A person can hear without listening. Look and not see. It's called not paying attention.
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[–] 20322065? 3 points (+3|-0) 4.8 hours ago 

FED did it for me in 2007. That was the end.
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6 replies

[–] 20322136? 15 points (+15|-0) 4.7 hours ago 

This is Peter Klein (TNN), co-producer of We Need to Talk about Sandy Hook and The Life of
Adam. I'm happy to answer any questions, if I can or share my opinion.
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[–] 20322318? [S] 5 points (+5|-0) 4.3 hours ago  (edited 4.3 hours ago)

Why would jewtube keep scrubbing your videos if you're just a whack job conspiracy theorist?
That's cute how they boost all of the "debunked" and msm hit piece results when doing a search.
I remember watching both on YT when they were initially released.
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[–] 20322777? 6 points (+6|-0) 3.7 hours ago 

The censorship, particularly on YouTube was just beginning when we issued WNTTASH. But it
was still shocking how fast it was censored from YouTube, then Vimeo, then Internet Archive.

Based on pure public data one can attribute most of the censorship to Lenny Pozner. But a more
comprehensive analysis and reasonable speculation would lead most to suspect some larger
agency was responsible. After all, in YouTube's own childish bylaws, when referring to hate
speech it prohibits, only Antisemitism and Sandy Hook are mentioned specifically.
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[–] 20322651? 2 points (+2|-0) 3.8 hours ago 

yeah between him and Halbig its nuts. One of the most blacklisted topics on the internet
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[–] 20323575? 1 point (+1|-0) 2.4 hours ago 

Great production!
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[–] 20323074? 1 point (+1|-0) 3.2 hours ago 

Hey Peter. What would you say to someone who hasn't seen any valid evidence for "Sandy
Hook" being a hoax? Is there one piece of strong evidence that isn't just something you watch on
a 'theorist' channel? I've seen some of the videos by the crazies, mostly because crazies can often
be entertaining. (Like the "space lasers were used to burn a path across California for a high
speed train" people.) Got anything plausible for an agnostic?
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[–] 20323327? 1 point (+2|-1) 2.8 hours ago 

No. The problem with SH is the same for all of these curious events. Only authorized individuals
are able to see the uncensored evidence. And even they are compartmentalized. This is partly
why they say we now live in a, "low trust society."

What I've found most intriguing is the plethora of circumstantial evidence. For example...

1.) Adam Lanza was said to be so sensitive that he couldn't touch metal door knobs. The
landscapers couldn't run their weed whackers near the Lanza house because it would disturb
Adam. Etc. Yet he was able to commit such a purportedly violent multiple murder.

2.) Adam was in possession of Ryan's driver's licence at the time of the event, yet Ryan hadn't
lived with him for at least 2 years.

3.) The current account for why 3 state troopers are filmed racing into the woods behind the
school is that they were in pursuit of individuals seen there and turned out to be reporters. But
close analysis of the footage reveals that there are 7 individuals in the woods seen in that
footage. Some simply emerge from behind trees and start walking with the others. But it's clear
that nobody is running from anybody and nobody is running after anybody. It's as if they all
slowed down and stopped acting once they thought they were under the canopy of trees.

I could go on, but it's been so long.
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1 reply

[–] 20322565? 12 points (+12|-0) 3.9 hours ago 

I’m from Ct, I was living in Waterbury at the time this happened,,,,,I know a state trooper that
was there, high rank, however he never went in the school, maybe he showed up later then the
fastest cars,,or he was in a town farther away, he doesn’t like to talk about it, I believe it was
carpmentilized where the first arrivals saw and closed everything off. Strange thing people say is
how quick the FBI was there. Didn’t make sense,,,they are all the way in New Haven. Also for
me was the sign for road work on the road near the fire station was programmed to tell people
where to go, also porta potty’s where there and there was no construction at the time Or planned.
This is all fuckery here in our state and more people are questioning it. I personally think 100%
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this was a classic no kill false flag and they were all in on it like a show. Old days u would see
crime scenes and today they won’t show especially if kids are dead. I think they knew that and
target children. Can’t show the public dead kids right?
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This fuckery in our country needs to stop. A few people will know the truth and the rest of us are
left in the dark why? Whatever it takes to disarm good law abiding citizens.

Don’t blame the trigger,,,Blame the finger!
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[–] 20321719? 12 points (+12|-0) 5.3 hours ago 

All their mortgages were paid off on the same day. Who paid them? Why?
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[–] 20321745? [S] 4 points (+4|-0) 5.3 hours ago 

http://memoryholeblog.org/2013/09/13/video-over-30-sandy-hook-homes-gifted-in-2009/
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[–] 20323293? 2 points (+2|-0) 2.9 hours ago 

Combined with all that GoFundMe money they made that's not a bad haul. I wish I could get a
$600k house and a million bucks on GoFuckMe just for lying to a bunch of stupid peasants.
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1 reply

[–] 20322306? 3 points (+3|-0) 4.3 hours ago 

If you look it up, they were recorded on Christmas Day . . .
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[–] 20322512? 2 points (+2|-0) 4 hours ago 

Town wide cover-up. Sandy Hook didn't happen.
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[–] 20322903? 3 points (+3|-0) 3.5 hours ago 

It's a CIA town so yeah.
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[–] 20322991? 1 point (+2|-1) 3.3 hours ago 

All their mortgages

They who? What's your evidence for this actually happening? How does this prove that a mass
shooting never happened? Why do no "fake reality" theorists ever conduct actual investigations
and cite real evidence?
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[–] 20323654? 2.3 hours ago  (edited 2.3 hours ago)

They do. They just don't often bother spoonfeeding it to people who are going to tell them it's all
bullshit anyway because they obviously have no real interest in actually knowing the truth.

Matter of fact, a few people wrote BOOKS on sandy hook -- that sold well.
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[–] 20322504? 11 points (+11|-0) 4 hours ago  (edited 4 hours ago)
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Imagine if you would, your child was just murdered at school, and you walk up to a podium in
front of the press, laughing, before you put on your character and ask for money to be donated.
https://youtu.be/m6b6qPxAvY4YouTube
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[–] 20322552? 8 points (+8|-0) 4 hours ago 

Jesus... EVEN SNOPES DOESN'T PROVIDE ANY EVIDENCE

If you read it carefully, they write like 8 paragraphs calling people crazy conspiracy theorists,
and then they use a 2 logical fallacies to explain exactly everything away.

Logical fallacy #1: Argument from fallacy They cherry pick one piece of evidence (the fact that
the city didn't report the deaths in crime statistics) and then pretend to "disprove" that piece of
evidence by pointing out that the state DID report the deaths. This could be a double fallacy
because not only does disproving that one piece of evidence not disprove the conclusion, but it
also doesn't make any sense for violent crime statistics to show up in the state report but not the
city report. They are regional reports, one is more specific (by region) than the other, that means
the deaths should show up in BOTH reports!

Logical fallacy #2: Appeal to probability

Of course, had the Newtown, Connecticut, school shooting been staged deliberately to separate
Americans from their guns, one would expect the FBI to be complicit.

They are essentially saying "The FBI isn't likely to be evil, and for sandy hook to be a hoax the
FBI would need to be evil, therefore sandy hook hoax can't be true" Which is absolute horse shit.
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[–] 20322326? 6 points (+6|-0) 4.3 hours ago 

Sandy Hook was a false flag op - a crisis acting scenario sold as a real event. It was conducted so
Obama could push gun control.

The whole thing was bad fiction.
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[–] 20322812? 6 points (+6|-0) 3.6 hours ago 

From: doglegwarrior

How about the only state change the laws so even journalist cant see the bodies or crime scene
photos? Ya makes perfect fucking sense
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[–] 20323340? [S] 4 points (+4|-0) 2.8 hours ago 

This is also interesting.

Workers demolishing Sandy Hook Elementary School required to sign confidentiality
agreements
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[–] 20322267? 6 points (+6|-0) 4.4 hours ago 

Normies are so fucking stupid that they just believe the news. Sandy Hook was so obviously fake
if you look into it, you don't even have to look that deep. I personally think Sandy Hook was the
most obvious of all false flags, even had more flaws in the story than 9/11.
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[–] 20322867? 4 points (+4|-0) 3.5 hours ago 

Gene "the-schoolbus-dumped-kids-at-my-house" Rosen(((berg))) was all the convincing I
needed to see to know this was a FF PSYOP. Anyone who could watch that guy tell his
ludicrous story 6 different ways and believe any part of any version is mentally deficient.
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[–] 20321699? [S] 6 points (+6|-0) 5.5 hours ago 
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James Fetzer, Nobody Died at Sandy Hook (Free Online PDF)
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[–] 20322327? [S] 3 points (+3|-0) 4.4 hours ago 

WE NEED TO TALK ABOUT SANDY HOOKBitChute
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[–] 20322198? [S] 3 points (+3|-0) 4.6 hours ago 

The Life of AdamYouTube
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[–] 20321956? [S] 1 point (+1|-0) 5.1 hours ago 

https://fellowshipoftheminds.com/professional-crisis-actors-simulate-mass-casualty-events
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[–] 20322754? 5 points (+5|-0) 3.8 hours ago  (edited 3.8 hours ago)

What's frustrating is trying to show someone it's all fake. It's like asking someone to watch you
jab a kitten in the eye. They get really upset at the mere mention that its fake.
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[–] 20322801? [S] 4 points (+4|-0) 3.8 hours ago 

Remember all of the "I know someone who lost someone there" shills on the internet? Not just
Sandy Hook either. It's all a play on people's decency and emotions.

https://jamesfetzer.org/2018/08/james-fetzer-nobody-died-at-sandy-hook-free-online-pdf/
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· link
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[–] 20323238? 2 points (+2|-0) 3.1 hours ago 

Yeah I know what you mean. I lost a nephew and a niece at Sandy Hook... one from each side of
my fake family
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[–] 20325231? 10 minutes ago  (edited 10 minutes ago)

It would probably be better tell people about the verified times the government's done crazy shit.
because no one's going to believe Sandy Hook was fake if they don't know about all the other
times the government done verifiably fucked up stuff.
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[–] 20325262? 1 point (+1|-0) 8 minutes ago 

Solid logic. Adding kids to the mix always makes it an up hill struggle.
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[–] 20323234? 3.1 hours ago 

That’s why fake news works... because people are inherently sheep-like
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Some are Wolves!
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[–] 20323134? -1 points (+0|-1) 3.2 hours ago 

Nah, it's because the claims are so ludicrous. Just show some actual evidence besides youtube
videos.
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[–] 20323249? 1 point (+1|-0) 3.1 hours ago 

Indeed, it is ludicrous to assume Adam Lanza killed his mom without a single shred of evidence
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1 reply

[–] 20322677? 5 points (+5|-0) 3.9 hours ago 

From: doglegwarrior

Ya sandyhook is absolut bullshit. How is there not one lawsuit from parents over no kids being
taken by ambulance to the hospital! Insane.
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[–] 20322053? 5 points (+5|-0) 4.9 hours ago 

They all got free houses if I remember right.
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[–] 20323117? 1 point (+1|-0) 3.3 hours ago 

That's what the theorists keep repeating, but where is the solid evidence? What does the county
clerk or the county recorder say? What's the take on that from the mortgage people? From local
Brokers? What about the people living in those 'free' houses?
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[–] 20324331? 1 point (+1|-0) 1.4 hours ago 

I have done extensive research into the free houses theory and decided long ago that it was a
canard. BUT.....during that process I discovered something interesting about Newton and home
sales. This triggered an investigation that ended after only a month. Our (IMS) private Google
Drive account was hacked and its full contents published to the web. The project folder was
entitled, "The Maple Drive Report."

To encapsulate the discoveries we focuses on a single street, Maple Drive. One SH family lived
on that street driving the period in question. There are 16 homes on the street. But get this. There
were 211 (as I recall) home sales on that street during only a 3 year period. Based on mortgage
and real estate people we consulted and Fannie Mae stats, that was excessively high. We only
showed them anonymized data to prevent tipping off the crooks.

I thought at first, maybe it was just a fluke until I noticed something. The transactions didn't
make sense sometimes. For example couple A would sell their home to couple B. Then, 2 weeks
later couple B would sell the home back to couple A for $50,000 more than they paid for it. Then
6 months later couple A would sell the home to a third party.

The anomalies indicated at minimum mortgage fraud. But I'd bet my bottom dollar it's evidence
of institutional corruption where the home sales were used to generate money for corrupt
purposes.

I was almost relieved to give up looking into it. Can't imagine how widespread the issue is it was
so bad on a single street in Newtown.
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Well... Much of the info ypuw ant is not publicly available. It could be tricky to see as well. Let's
say I have a 500k house with a 500k loan. Someone pays the note and the next day I borrow
500k against that home. What public record would show that? Most of these are not this way
today.
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1 reply

[–] 20321728? 5 points (+5|-0) 5.4 hours ago 

We’ve been watching shitty lifetime movies for decades.

· link
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[–] 20322706? 3 points (+3|-0) 3.9 hours ago 

You’ve got 20 seconds in an elevator with someone who thinks Sandy Hook was real.

What is the single strongest point you tell them or show them to make them reconsider?

· link
· reply
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[–] 20323223? 2 points (+2|-0) 3.1 hours ago 

Adriana Victoria Munoz

https://www.google.com/search?q=adriana+victoria+munoz+sandy+hook&client=safari&prmd=
niv&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwj-
rK2diJ_kAhUNLK0KHWTdAbMQ_AUoAnoECAsQAg&biw=375&bih=553
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[–] 20323305? 3 hours ago 

Different person, but my 20 seconds were up before seeing a strong point.
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[–] 20324501? 1.2 hours ago 

Seeing pictures of the same crisis actors appearing at multiple mass shootings as different
characters was totally convincing for me.
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[–] 20324864? 2 points (+2|-0) 40 minutes ago 

Here's the kicker....14-15 little kids.....NONE WOUNDED....all "kill shots"....I'm a retired
Marine, nobody has that kind of accuracy, Adam Lanza...130lbs soaking wet, weighted down
with ammo and guns, novice shooter...and and is that effective...B.S. They had color coded
"mass casualty" triage tarps spread out....no bodies taken out, no EMS allowed in. The whole
thing stinks to high heaven.
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[–] 20324377? 2 points (+2|-0) 1.3 hours ago 

Patriots will never let the bullshit story of Sandy Hook rest.
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[–] 20323643? 2 points (+2|-0) 2.4 hours ago 

There is more evidence that Sandy Hook was a hoax than there is that anyone died there
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[–] 20323427? 2 points (+2|-0) 2.8 hours ago 
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There were too many inconsistencies and if anyone dare question them, you are swiftly branded
a hateful conspiracy theorist. I remember watching the overhead News12 helicopter footage
showing what was supposed to be parents coming out of the back of the firehouse, milling
around in the parking lot, working their way to the front of the firehouse and entering only to
exit out the back again and repeat the whole thing. Dash cam footage from a police car pointed in
the direction of the front entrance of the school never showed any students being evacuated. If it
actually happened, they would have crossed the line of the sight of the video cam. The only thing
it captured were cops stacking cases of bottled water and snacks on top of the police car's hood
as they stood around and waited. And one other thing, the road going in and out of the school
was completely packed with first responder vehicles -- no one could drive in or out of there.
EMTs said all they could do was wait away from the scene and found it strange that none of the
so-called victims were given a fighting chance to survive by being transported to the local
hospitals while EMTs perform resuscitating/sustaining procedures.

The whole stunk. The state decided to demolish and remove the entire school to a secret location
and build a brand new school to the tune of $25 million, courtesy of the taxpayers.

· link
· reply
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[–] 20323260? 2 points (+2|-0) 3.1 hours ago 

I lost most of the friends and family I hadn't lost already by speaking the truth after talking about
Sandy Hook. When I die there won't be a single member of my own family who would even
attend my funeral because I tried to wake some people up over the years.

I'm at the point now where I keep my mouth shut and keep to myself because it's not worth it
anymore. I hope they all end up in a concentration camp someday. Or worse. I could give a fuck
about any of the dumb ass sheep anymore.
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[–] 20324320? 1 point (+1|-0) 1.4 hours ago 

We are your fren, fren.
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[–] 20323955? -1 points (+0|-1) 2 hours ago 
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Your family disowned you because you're an obnoxious, irritating cunt trying to force ludicrous
right-wing conspiracy theories on them. Enjoy the rest of your pathetic life of loneliness and
alienation.
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[–] 20324733? [S] 51 minutes ago  (edited 50 minutes ago)

Your family disowned you because you're an obnoxious, irritating cunt trying to force ludicrous
right-wing conspiracy theories on them. Enjoy the rest of your pathetic life of loneliness and
alienation.

So, what brings you to Voat?

· link
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[–] 20324456? 1.2 hours ago 

I tried forcing left wing conspiracy theories as well. Like how Bush did 9-11 and all that. I love
how most dingbats in this retarded country think their team are the good guys, and the other team
are the bad guys. When the reality is both teams HATE you, and make fun of you stupid
peasants all the time while they are both working to take away your freedom and financially rape
you into poverty.

· link
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· reply
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[–] 20322862? 2 points (+2|-0) 3.7 hours ago 

One way to continue research of this topic is to isolate the elements. For example, you could just
assume that a multiple murder occurred at SH and the victims purportedly killed were killed.
Then, look into the Lanza family by itself. The neighbors all claimed not to know them or that
they lived in the house they purportedly lived in. Peter Lanza was a high level employee of GE
and could apparently afford to pay over $200,000 per year in alimony to Nancy in the preceding
years. Etc.

Maybe Adam Lanza did exist and maybe he did have some involvement. I don't think he was
alive on the day of the shooting, but who knows?
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· link
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[–] 20323332? 2 points (+2|-0) 2.9 hours ago 

If I remember correctly, the official Social Security index says he died the day before the
shooting!
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[–] 20323475? 1 point (+1|-0) 2.7 hours ago 

That's correct. But it had since been updated to the day off the "shooting."

· link
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· reply
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[–] 20322941? [S] 2 points (+2|-0) 3.5 hours ago 

The media initially reported multiple gunmen (as always). Then it changed to Ryan Lanza. Then
it magically became Adam, who to this day only a few heavily photoshopped images (rectangle
mouth) even exist of afaik.

Similarly, the media reported Sunil Tripathi and Mike Mulugeta as the suspects in the Boston
Marathon Bombings, then magically changed to Tsarnaev brothers for convenience (anons blew
holes in the Tripathi/Mulugeta story in wee hours of morning while monitoring police scanners.)

· link
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· reply
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[–] 20322824? 2 points (+2|-0) 3.7 hours ago 

Let me get this straight since this is news to me. They claim 20 kids and 6 adults plus the shooter
all died, and you can name them, they were real people, yet they all may as well be alive
somewhere?

What about funerals, graves, estates, how does extended family get around all this do they
know? How is it possible nobody is dead. Explain it like I'm retarded.
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·   ...  

[–] 20323680? 2.4 hours ago 

Is it possible that they were all killed in different circumstances (car wrecks, terminal illness,
house fires, etc) in the two or three years prior to the Sandy Hook event and the families agreed
to use their death to commit treason against their fellow countrymen? I'd buy that, but I don't
know the circumstances of the houses being paid for, and did they move into the area shortly
before the shooting? That would make sense (because you couldn't expect that kind of death rate
to be concentrated in that small of an area naturally).

I agree that something is fucky about the whole mess, but maybe that's how we cope with things
that are too fucked up to wrap our heads around.

· link
· parent
· reply
·   ...  

[–] 20322852? [S] 3.7 hours ago 

Much info already in the comments (links), maybe someone will be so kind to provide Cliff's
Notes also.

· link
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· reply
·   ...  

[–] 20322920? 1 point (+1|-0) 3.6 hours ago 

I'm watching one of the videos now, it's a bit slow going. This thing is longer than Avatar but I
guess I'll just have to sit through it to figure out who's loony.
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[–] 20323276? -1 points (+0|-1) 3 hours ago 

If you don't automatically believe their silly stories, OP will accuse you of being "a
professional". That in itself is evidence to me that they're just mentally challenged people on the
internet. I have the same types of questions you do, but you never get real answers.
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[–] 20322709? 2 points (+2|-0) 3.9 hours ago 

Oh here we go again. Everyone said fk alex jones back then, the only person who went against
the narrative, all anons dumped on him. and fast forward to today and now u are saying the same
shit that he was saying. wtf?

· link
· reply
·   ...  

[–] 20322773? [S] 1 point (+2|-1) 3.8 hours ago 

How quickly he changed his tune though. He is a gatekeeper, more and more by the day, heavily
compromised.

· link
· parent
· reply
·   ...  

[–] 20322835? 5 points (+5|-0) 3.7 hours ago  (edited 3.7 hours ago)

Make no mistake, he was gotten to and threatened, just like Joe Rogan and the moon landing, joe
was the reason I looked into the moon landing being faked, his argument was spectacular, then
all of a sudden he believes we actually landed on the moon? After he sent me down that fucking
rabbit hole?! Same thing happened with Alex Jones and sandy hook, he led the fucking charge
for quite some time, and he opened a lot of eyes, but don't think he quit on the fight if it wasn't
for the safety for him and his family

· link
· parent
· reply
·   ...  

1 reply

[–] 20322568? 2 points (+2|-0) 4.1 hours ago 

Watching Sofia Smallstorm's video "Unraveling Sandy Hook" really opened my eyes. Great
video.
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https://www.bitchute.com/video/OLFkO7CTIbe7/BitChute
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[–] 20323081? 3.3 hours ago 

She was famous by then for her documentary, "9/11 Mysteries."
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[–] 20322219? 2 points (+2|-0) 4.6 hours ago 

cause no one did!!!!!!!!!

· link
· reply
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[–] 20322207? 2 points (+2|-0) 4.6 hours ago 

Only (((they))) said so. Like law Vegas!

· link
· reply
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[–] 20322135? 2 points (+2|-0) 4.8 hours ago 

The Christmas trees, one for each victim, already at the firehouse before the death toll was
known was a dead giveaway.

· link
· reply
·   ...  

[–] 20322163? 4.7 hours ago 

Examining multiple press images of the firehouse showed the tree count was nearly 100. They
appeared to be bundled and so it looked to be far fewer.
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[–] 20322827? 3.7 hours ago  (edited 3.7 hours ago)

Interesting, I did not see them to be bundled. Then the number of bundles matched the number of
victims.
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1 reply

[–] 20324801? 1 point (+1|-0) 46 minutes ago 

(((They))) are DESPARATE to disarm us. Let that truly sink in. What would they do if they
succeeded? That is why, no matter wtf happens disarming us is the RED line. Their death
sentence. It has to be cuz it’s us or them, freedom or slavery it’s that simple.
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[–] 20324549? 1 point (+1|-0) 1.1 hours ago 

There absolutely is evidence noone died at sandy hook

· link
· reply
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[–] 20324504? 1 point (+1|-0) 1.2 hours ago  (edited 1.1 hours ago)

NT PD RT 302

NT LOVES their freemasonry.... Head of church of Satan real or fake?

Adam was, that I know for sure.

Batman producers wife furious w school board? SH on the map in the heath ledger Joker movie
connected to Joker Aurora movie shooter? How far is NT from sick dirty depraved Yale NH 322
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[–] 20324264? 1 point (+2|-1) 1.5 hours ago 

Soon jews will make it illegal to question Sandy Hook
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[–] 20324373? [S] 1 point (+1|-0) 1.3 hours ago 

They're working on it.PNG
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· reply
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[–] 20324019? 1 point (+1|-0) 1.9 hours ago 

https://voat.co/v/QRV/3398424

· link
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[–] 20324072? [S] 1.8 hours ago 

The two are related, aren't they?
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[–] 20323937? [S] 1 point (+1|-0) 2 hours ago 

Q Drop #816 confirms my theory?PNG
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[–] 20323704? 1 point (+1|-0) 2.3 hours ago 
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I wish I was around Trump when this happened to hear his first remarks. What do you think they
were?
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[–] 20323804? [S] 2 points (+2|-0) 2.2 hours ago 

I'd be interested in hearing a truthful response from POTUS on this as well.

The media was lockstep in calling for gun control before the sun set that evening.

People were scrambling to see who could be the most sympathetic on social media.

Here is his same day response of 9/11.

Trump saw on 9/11/2001: bombs were used in WTCYouTube

· link
· parent
· reply
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[–] 20323702? 1 point (+1|-0) 2.3 hours ago 

There used to be a video that showed the alleged victims years later, and singing in a youth choir
at a football game. There were comparison photos...then & the current choir. It was obvious that
they were the "victims", just older versions. This was pre-sauce-saving for me...now it has been
pulled from YT. While looking for it I did run across this website with a lot of info. If I can find
the video I mentioned I will come back and edit my comment.

In the meantime.....

https://www.uncensored.tube/category/sandy-hook-hoax/

https://outrageousminds.wordpress.com/2013/12/16/multiple-sandy-hook-victims-seen-alive/

https://www.blacklistednews.com/Sandy_Hook%27s_Dead_Children_Seen_Alive_Singing_At_
2013_Super_Bowl%3A_Conspiracy_or_Disinformation%3F/31405/0/5/5/Y/M.html
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[–] 20322477? [S] 1 point (+1|-0) 4.2 hours ago 
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Is Leonard Pozner in the audience?
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[–] 20322681? [S] 1 point (+1|-0) 3.9 hours ago 

and to provide policy assistance for online platforms and legislators seeking to make the
internet a safer, more inclusive place for all.

https://www.honr.com/
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[–] 20323181? 2 points (+2|-0) 3.2 hours ago 

Even their Astro-turf activism is transparent af.

“Mayors Against Illegal Guns”

“Moms Demand Action”

“Tacos For Noah”
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1 reply

[–] 20322675? [S] 3.9 hours ago 

Reuben Vabner?

https://jamesfetzer.org/2018/12/dr-eowyn-sandy-hooks-leonard-pozner-sues-professor-james-
fetzer-and-publisher/
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[–] 20322660? [S] 4 hours ago 

https://memoryholeblog.org/2015/01/02/sandy-hooks-noah-pozner-dead-in-december-16-taliban-
attack/
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[–] 20322643? [S] 4 hours ago 

https://jamesfetzer.org/2019/04/sandy-hook-why-are-there-4-versions-of-noah-pozners-death-
certificate/

· link
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[–] 20322467? [S] 1 point (+1|-0) 4.2 hours ago 

Why would Alex Jones go from saying the truth (nobody died, government drill, gun control) to
pushing the narrative that real people died and that antidepressants/SSRI's are to blame?

DID ADAM LANZA EVEN EXIST?
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[–] 20324308? 1 point (+1|-0) 1.4 hours ago 

Likely threatened. There was a cost to be made, and he took the path of fewer losses.
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[–] 20324526? [S] 1.1 hours ago 

He was also divorced from a jewess not too long ago.
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[–] 20323146? 1 point (+1|-0) 3.2 hours ago 

Fuck Alex Jones the Judas Goat controlled opposition
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[–] 20322169? 1 point (+2|-1) 4.7 hours ago 

3398733?

20321877?

20321699?

20321977?

LOOK at these digits! The Kek is with this thread! Killin' it OP. Is there a smug frog somewhere
in your house? KEK!

Digits confirm: Fetzer is right about Sandy Hook, it opened many eyes, and it would help Pepes
to share the evidence, all CONFIRMED!
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[–] 20321751? 1 point (+2|-1) 5.4 hours ago 

Downvote with no evidence? Hmm
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[–] 20322125? 3 points (+5|-2) 4.8 hours ago 

Submission with no content
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· reply
·   ...  

[–] 20322281? [S] 2 points (+2|-0) 4.5 hours ago 

I am looking for evidence. Can you help me?
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[–] 20323558? 1 point (+1|-0) 2.5 hours ago 

It was clearly posed as a question

· link
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[–] 20325199? 13 minutes ago 

I live in the next town over. Here's my take on it:

The children absolutely died. I have met the mother of one, know people closely connected to
one of the families, know people have treated the police and EMTs that had to go in there
afterwards... it absolutely happened. Those kids were sacrificed for the gun control narrative.
Were the families involved? With the exception of that father that was caught on camera
laughing, I really don't think so.

The father of one of the children committed suicide recently. Did he know the jig was up if he
was involved? That would certainly seem to make sense. Or, as we were told, he succumbed to
the nightmare of losing a child. I really don't know.

What I do know: the people I've met are not faking it. Not 5 years out, consistently. Except
maybe for that father. That was definitely very odd.

What I also know: Q mentioned SH once and he did not say it was fake. He said to follow the
money. That's where anon diggers should be digging. There is shitloads of money floating
around this town since then. I have seen some things I find very fishy. I would encourage you
who have time to do research to dig there instead of inflicting more pain on people who have
suffered the unimaginable.
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·   ...  

[–] 20325340? [S] 2.5 minutes ago 

Of course you do.PNG

Your story is so convincing. I feel like an asshole for ever questioning the official narrative now.

Oh, and Q ABSOLUTELY QUESTIONED WHY LOCALS WOULD GO ALONG WITH
SUCH AN "EVENT."
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[–] 20324639? 57 minutes ago 

Mark Barden is a parent who purportedly lost a child at Sandy Hook. He is a guitar player and
has performed live. He has many musician friends. He is the co-founder of Sandy Hook Promise.
Mark's blog at one time had a biography indicating at no time did he live in England.

When researching him I came across the late '70s band, Vile Bodies. When their original
drummer died in a car crash, a Mark Barden stepped in. This was 1977 I believe.

When I found images of the English Barden, I was blown away...

https://www.boredteenagers.co.uk/VILE%20BODIESPAGE2.htm

Assuming it IS the Mark Barden of Sandy Hook fame, why no mention of this in his bio? That
could be overlooked, so I was stymied. Then I noticed the band had scheduled a reunion show in
NY and saw some comm between band members about the gig. All BUT Mark attended. No
mention of him in either their band communications or social media promotion of the event.
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[–] 20325244? 9 minutes ago 

I live here and know musicians who've worked with him. He is real and exists.
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[–] 20324048? [S] 1.8 hours ago  (edited 1.7 hours ago)

Thanks for making our movement look stupid.

How so? By asking a legitimate question that has yet to be answered?

By taking friendly jabs at the same tired shill tactics that literally have not changed over the past
7 years?

C'mon, lighten up, if I wanted to make anyone look retarded I'd be on twitter screaming Q SENT
ME! every time a deep state criminal or subversive kike posts.

Oh, and there's this:

https://qmap.pub/read/816
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[–] 20323918? 2 hours ago 

I just don't understand why people are saying that no one died at Sandy Hook which proves
whatever. Is there a reason some here think that with False Flags no one dies? I don't know what
happened at Sandy Hook. Why in the world would the DS set up a fake story like that. It would
be easier for them to pick a school and do it for real. They don't care about people so it would not
be a problem for them.
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[–] 20323881? 2.1 hours ago 

Nope.
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[–] 20323648? 2.4 hours ago 

David Hoggwash sure looks a lot like Adam Lanza.

Probably just a coincidence though.
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[–] 20323283? 3 hours ago 

Not one picture of one kid. NOT ONE!
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[–] 20323160? 3.2 hours ago 

Was there water in the toilets at the Lanza house? For that matter, was there water in the toilets
at the school?
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[–] 20323002? 3.4 hours ago 

It would be nice to have more evidence. I remember when I watched the patrol car videos, and
found some very strange intentional censors by those that released it, but what was really
strange, was the inability for one, or many of the cruisers to get lost and not know where they
were going. Seemingly turning around many times.
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[–] 20322978? [S] 3.5 hours ago  (edited 3.4 hours ago)

The professionals have arrived.PNG
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[–] 20322990? [S] 3.5 hours ago  (edited 3.3 hours ago)

But why?PNG
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[–] 20323244? -2 points (+0|-2) 3.1 hours ago 

Hey, I'm internet famous! So let me get this straight. Anyone who can't see a fake shooting in
those ludicrous stories by the theorists can only be a paid obfuscator? It's "evidence" like this
that supports my belief that many-to-most of you are mentally unbalanced.

Some of the channels I watch would probably have you running around and pulling out your
hair.
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[–] 20323381? [S] 1 point (+1|-0) 2.8 hours ago 

The tactics haven't changed for nearly a decade. You niggers glow in the dark.

I am the one seeking evidence, do you care to provide any?
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2 replies

[–] 20322868? 3.6 hours ago 

The hand signal interview it what started the dig. Watched them all. Her “parents” were creepy.
Remember the one with the mom going behind the camera man after the interview was done?
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[–] 20323270? 3 hours ago 

Hand signal interview and walk behind the camera man? I've not seen these to my knowledge.
What would I search for to see these?
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[–] 20324034? 1.8 hours ago 

I can’t find these anymore and back then I didn’t archive offline. They were up when TY was
only soft censoring. Used to be able to type those keyword and SH to find them. I can describe it.
A news reporter was interviewing a girl and mom, the girl was standing in front of her mom had
her arm wrapped around the girl. With every question the mom would move her hand or pat the
girls head. girl answers question: “I felt sick to my stomach” as her mom presses her stomach.
Like scripted lines using cues. The entire interview is like this with answers only from moms
cues.

The other one was also a mom and daughter walking down the road from the school and stop to
answer a question from a reporter. After they answer with their rushed demeanor the camera
accidentally followed them as they walked off but instead of continuing their path they go left
behind the reporter.
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[–] 20322798? 3.8 hours ago 

The only thing that died there is America's sanity.
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[–] 20322418? 4.3 hours ago  (edited 4.3 hours ago)

I'm inclined to believe it was faked, although I have to admit this is the one event that I had no
time to research into, so I don't have any substantial foundation for believing one way or another.
Would like to see someone present a real case with lots of examples on this incident.
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[–] 20322432? [S] 4.3 hours ago 

Scroll down for a handful of examples.
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[–] 20323148? 3.2 hours ago 

Not seeing any.
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1 reply

[–] 20322554? -1 points (+0|-1) 4.1 hours ago 

Just surface the unredacted police pictures.

Someone died there. Maybe multiple people. We wont know without those pictures. Easier to
just go with the narrative otherwise.
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[–] 20322684? 2 points (+2|-0) 3.9 hours ago 

Easier to just go with the narrative

Lol
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[–] 20322610? [S] 1 point (+1|-0) 4 hours ago 

Someone died there.

What are you basing this on?

Fuck the narrative.
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[–] 20323250? -2 points (+0|-2) 3.1 hours ago 

absolute bullshit. don't call me a shill. i'm a patriot that believes in our movement and this sandy
hook crap has to stop. I'm from the town next door and have many friends who had teachers
killed and knew the kids.
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[–] 20323675? [S] 2 points (+2|-0) 2.4 hours ago 

Gaffe will get you demoted. Maybe even pay withheld.PNG

Regroup, ROLCON and Carry On.
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[–] 20323269? [S] 3 hours ago 

BahahahahahahahahaPNG
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